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"GENERIC" COLLEGE CURRENCY
by ROBERT C McCURDY

SPMC 2281

"Practice" currency, printed for use by the students of a num-
ber of business colleges during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, is well-known to most collectors of early
United States paper money.' The notes of the "Eastman Col-
lege Bank" of Poughkeepsie, New York, are particularly prized
for their colorful designs, and are perhaps the most famous of
these issues.

But what of the hundreds of private business schools less af-
fluent than Eastman College, or which were part of public
school systems, whose governing boards were unwilling to ex-
pend funds for such frills as specially-designed practice bank-
notes? The answer lies, I believe, in the use of various types of
"generic" business college currency. Being uniform, it could be
produced and sold to schools for much less than custom-made
currency. My guess would be that far more of this generic-type
"circulated" than that of the Eastman College-type. My exper-
ience in fifteen years of involvement with paper money collec-
ting indicates that generic business college notes are seldom en-
countered, perhaps because they are not as attractive as the
school-specific notes, and, easily mistaken for "play money",
have often, perhaps, been discarded or destroyed. I would en-
joy hearing from collectors or dealers who either agree with or
dispute this opinion.

Over the years, I have observed generic college currency, at
most. a half-dozen times. Most of these notes were found in
dealer's junk boxes, usually in torn-and-tattered condition. All
have been of the Type I variety, which I describe, in various de-
nominations from $1 to $10.

Recently, I had the good fortune to have offered to me for
purchase what the seller described as, "old children's play
money." One glance at the size of the bills, and the inscription
on the top note, and I knew this was a small bundle of early busi-
ness college notes, most of which were in excellent condition!
Further examination revealed that there was more than one
type of note, and the presence of a few fractional pieces placed
the notes in the 1870s through the 1890s. A lone "brown-back"
note seemed to confirm this.

It seems appropriate to recognize and document this find in
the interest of advancing the study of currency (and its substi-
tutes) used in this country. 1 have rather arbitrarily divided the
represented issues into four types. Obviously, other types and
denominations may exist, and readers are urged to supply any
missing information.

Type I

Description: Size similar to fractional and large-size U.S. currency.
Green ink on white paper on both face and back. Face legend,

"For use with office routine and bookkeeping. College Currency."
Back, denomination spelled out. (See figures 1 and 2.)

Denominations observed: 5'. 25'. $1, $10. $20, $50, $100 and
$1000. (It is assumed that $2 and $5 notes were used, as well as
10', 15' and 50' fractionals.)

Type H

Description: Size similar to large-size U.S. currency. Black ink on
white paper, both face and back. Face legend, "College currency
for use in business practice." Back, denomination only, in numer-
als. (See figures 5 and 6.) Better quality of printing than other
types.

Denominations observed: $1 and $2 .

Type III

Description: Size similar to fractional and large-size U.S. currency.
Black ink on white paper, both face and back. Face legend, "Col-
lege currency. - Back legend. "For use with the budget systems of
bookkeeping." (This may indicate that this type was sold in con-
junction with textbooks, workbooks, or other business forms of the
"budget systems.") (See figures 7 and 8.)

Denominations observed: 25', $1, $2, $10. $50. $100, $500 and
$1000. (It is assumed that other fractional denominations were
used, as well as $5 and $20.00 values.)

Type IV

Description: Size and type-style the same as Type III, except that face
is green, and back, brown.

Denomination observed: $2. (If this type was meant by the printer to
mimic the brown-back issue of national bank notes, then the use of
a $2 denomination is an anomaly. It would be interesting to con-
firm the existence of other denominations.)

Fig. 1 Type I $1 face



Fig. 2 Type I $1 back

Fig. 5 Type II $1 and $2 face
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Fig. 3 Type 1 fractional currency

Fig. 4 Type I $1000. An unusually high denomination for school
currency
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Fig. 6 Type II $1; the $2 back is the same.

Fig. 7 Type III $2 face. This note is same as Type IV $2, which has
green face and brown back.

Fig. 8 Type III $2 back.

Footnote

1. See: M.M. Burgett, "Why Not Collect Business College Currency?",
PAPER MONEY. V.5, No. 3, p.77 (1966); Robert H. Lloyd, "College
Currency", PAPER MONEY, V.17, No. 1, p.32 (1978), "College
Currency-II", PAPER MONEY, V.20, No. 2, p.91 (1981), "College
Currency III", PAPER MONEY, V.21, No.1, p.51 (1982).

The author welcomes comments from readers, which will ex-
pand the fund of available knowledge about this interesting sub-
ject. Correspondence may be sent directly to me at P.O. Box
374, Cape Coral, Florida 33910. ■
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